Did you know that a big part of your new carpet’s
comfy feel comes from the underlay you choose?
Many people have been left disappointed because
they were sold an inferior, cheaply made carpet
underlay, possibly as part of a “deal”, even though
it was supposed to be the best product available.
Make sure you don’t make the same mistake.

Dunlop Carpet Cushion.
The superior choice for luxury
and feel, healthy living and
performance.

IF ONLY I
HAD LISTENED
TO MY WIFE
ABOUT THE
UNDERLAY!

When choosing your underlay, sure the density
and thickness of the underlay are important
factors, but even more important is the feel of the
product, which is the result of the quality of the
materials used and how it is made. Underlays are
often left under a carpet for 20 years and poorer
ones will gradually break down. Look for underlays
with long-term proven performance and a good
reputation in the market.
Dunlop Carpet Cushion is made right here in
New Zealand for New Zealanders using Dunlop
Flooring’s world-leading Maxbond™ Cushioning
System. Using only the best raw materials and
processes means our underlay keeps performing
for the life of your new carpet.

For more information please contact
Dunlop Flooring Limited
sales@dunlopflooring.co.nz
www.dunlopflooring.co.nz

Choosing your underlay is as important
as choosing your carpet, make sure you
choose Dunlop Carpet Cushion.

AS4288:2003
Lic SMK40073
SAI Global

®

www.dunlopflooring.co.nz

NOT ALL UNDERLAYS
ARE CREATED EQUAL!

FOR THE ULTIMATE LUXURIOUS FEEL

FOR MAXIMUM HEALTH & WELLBEING

Innovative MaxbondTM Cushioning System

Healthy Living

Dunlop Carpet Cushion is made using
our Maxbond™ process, a world-leading
manufacturing system, which maximises
the comfort and performance of your
carpet. Because the Maxbond™ process only uses high quality
New Zealand and European materials, Dunlop’s Carpet Cushion
delivers the best long-lasting comfort.

Your home should be your sanctuary, and this
is especially true for those living with asthma
or allergies. Avoiding triggers and irritants is a
challenge for sufferers. If you’re looking for new
carpet, you may not realise that your choice of
carpet underlay can also have a significant impact
on your health and wellbeing.

High Quality Materials & Processes

Remember, not all underlays are created equal.
Dunlop Flooring’s Carpet Cushion only uses clean
and previously unused foams that are hygienic and are sourced
from reputable factories in New Zealand and Europe.

Comfort Assured
Look for our easy guide on comfort. Products rated 7-8
will give you a more luxurious, plush feel, and products
rated 9-10 will give you a luxurious, supportive feel. Ask
to try our different product offerings in store, to ensure
you get the feel that you desire.
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Proudly New Zealand Made
Dunlop Flooring is New Zealand owned and operated
and our underlay is made right here. So, when you
purchase Dunlop Flooring’s Carpet Cushion you can
have absolute confidence that it meets the high
expectations and standards you deserve.
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Quality Guaranteed.
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Our state-of-the-art processing plant and technology, along with
special foam-mixing and cutting processes ensure we always
deliver high quality, advanced underfoot comfort.
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The foam off-cuts used in our products are sourced from carefully
selected furniture and bedding factories in New Zealand and
Europe. As well as being top quality, these comfort foams are
also clean and previously unused. Our webbing and films are also
of the highest standard ensuring your carpet and underlay gives
great performance.

FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
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Dunlop Flooring’s Carpet Cushion range also features options
with antimicrobial protection, which provides added protection
against food, dirt, and other spills that can cause mould,
mildew, bacteria or dust mite issues.

Green Label PLUS Low Emission Programme

Great Acoustic and Insulation Properties
Dunlop Carpet Cushion also features great acoustic and
insulation properties, making your home quieter as well as
cosier and warmer underfoot for those cold days.

www.dunlopflooring.co.nz

Remember, not all underlays are created equal. No
manufacturer takes their product design as seriously as
Dunlop Flooring. Dunlop Flooring is the only manufacturer
and supplier of underlay in New Zealand that has its product
independently tested and certified to both the 5 Tick
Standards Mark™ and the Carpet & Rug Institute’s Green Label
Plus programme.
NZ’s Only 5 Tick Certified Underlay
Dunlop Carpet Cushion is certified
to exceed the Australian Standard
AS4288:2003 for soft underlays.

AS4288:2003
Lic SMK40073
SAI Global

This is New Zealand’s recognised standard, as required by the
joint Australian and New Zealand flooring installation standard
AS/NZS2455.1.2007. This confirms we have demonstrated to
SAI Global that we have effective systems in place to ensure
processes, product quality, and materials sourcing are at the
consistently high levels required to achieve compliance with this
standard.

With antimicrobial protection, our Carpet Cushion
maintains its hygienic freshness and performs better
for longer.

Dunlop Flooring’s Carpet Cushion is certified by the
Carpet & Rug Institute’s Green Label Plus Programme,
ensuring it complies with their strict low VOC
emissions criteria. You can therefore be assured that
Dunlop Flooring’s Carpet Cushion has no harmful
emissions, making it safe for your family.

Featuring Maxbond™ advanced technology and certified for
peace of mind, Dunlop Carpet Cushion is simply the best choice
to maximise your carpet’s comfort, performance, and life.

Dunlop Guarantee
®

Dunlop Flooring’s carpet underlay will perform
for the life of your new carpet, and we back
that up with our Dunlop Flooring Life of Carpet
Guarantee.

NOT ALL UNDERLAYS ARE
CREATED EQUAL!

